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Kidney Transplant Program At MCG
An interview with Dr. George Abouna
and comment by Buzzy Meyer

******
As a member of the transplant team can you tell us a little of your
background and training? ·
I was educated in England, graduated first in engineering and then took
up m edicine and graduated from the University of Durham medical
school in 1961. After several years of training in surgery I was certified
and became a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in England in
1966. After taking a number of faculty and research appointments in
surgery and surgical research, particularly in organ transplantation and
development of artificial orga1 I came to the United States in 1969. I
had two years or'tra'ining in organ transplantation surgery, particularly
kid~ey and liver, at the University of Colorado Medical Center with Dr.
Starzl and later with the late Dr. David Hume in Richmond, Virginia.
When did you arrive at MCG and · how did you see the transplant
program?
I arrived in July 1971. The program which was started in 1968 was in
its infancy. Prior to July 1971, fourteen kidney transplants were carried
ou t, a rate of four to five kidneys per year, whereas the need in the
stat e of Georgia calls for 150 to 180 transplants per year. These
transplants were costing an average of $35,000 per patient. Of these
fo urteen transplants, two patients died and two further kidneys were
lost in the immediate postoperative period. Since the inception of the
program , one cadaver kidney had been obtained from the· Augusta area.
What efforts did you make to improve the program?
First, I established a cadaver kidney procurement program. As a result
of this, we procured twelve kidneys from the Augusta area and another
four from Atlanta and elsewhere, making a total of sixteen in my first
t welve months. Second, I increased the output of kidney
transplantation and in that first twelve months we did fourteen
transplants instead of five. Third, improvements were made in operative
techniques and post transplant management. Fourth, I helped organize
a multidiscipline group of colleagues from many departments at MCG
for greater collaboration in research on transplant problems and for
bett er patient care.
What is currently expected of a transplant program in this country?
Today , nearly 15,000 kidney transplants have been done throu~hout
the world and half of these in the U.S.A. The current rate of kidney
transplantation is 2,000 per year. The expected one year success rate is
100% when transplants are carried Otlt between siblings of identical
match, it is over 90% between non-identical living relatives and 7 5%
when kidneys are taken from cadavers. Let me quote to you from a
letter which I received a few days ago from Dr. Samuel Kountz, "our
recen t figures show 100% graft survival for HLA identical siblings up to
five years with the longest being eight years and 91 % when all siblings
are included." Most transplant centers aim at an output of over thirty
transplants a year. According to the HR-1 bill which is coming into
effe ct on July 1, 1973, federal support for transplants will be given to
those cent ers which can do at least twenty-five kidneys per year and
have t he capacity to do fifty.
What have been the results of kidney transplantation at MCG?

Recently, we analyzed the results of patient and of graft survival at
MCG. Puring the two and a half year period , J an. 1, 197 1 to June 1,
1973; twenty-one patients received kidney transplan tation. Eight of
these were transplanted by me without losing a single kidney. Of these,
one patient was lost from hepatitis four months after transplantation
and with a good kidney function. The remaining seven are doing well
and back at work or school. The results in the remaining thirteen
patients are as follows: six kidneys were lost in the immediate
postoperative ·period and one patient died later in uremia from
rejection, three patients were subsequently re-transplanted and the
other three are back on dialysis.
With the present facilities at MCG what should be expected of the
transplant program?
I b~lieve that even with present facilities an active transplant team can
do over forty kidney transplants per year at a success rate of over 90%.
Only by doing this will it be possible for MCG t o give a worthwhile
service to the people of this state, to make a contribution to the
advancement of transplantation and to use this new and rapidly
expanding surgical specialty for postgraduate teaching. Indeed , in many
(See KIDNEY. Page 4)

Faculty Welcomes JMS
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE (A.
g. Bullet, M.D .) - On behalf of the
stockholders of the manufacturers
of automated medical laboratory
·products, I would like to welcome
you to Medicine. While you are on
the ·service, you will have the
opportunity
to
study
many
interesting pathological specimens
and processes, but don't limit your
observations to the staff-look at a
few of the patients as well. You will
not
be
expected
to
know
everything about every patient on
your service-merely something
about everyone and everything
about someone and nothing about·
no one. Look upon these months as
an opportunity to sharpen your
diagnostic skills on patients who
arrive with diagnoses; to improving
your interview techniques on tired ,
surly patients who have already
told their story to the intern and
resident; to vie for the coveted
Laurel of Dandelions awarded by
the department to the student who
constructs the longest Weed-type
problem list.
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
(A. Robertfather, M.D.) - Hiya,

gang! Welco me to Peds. Before !let
you on the wards, my assistan ts will
draw a sample of blood from each
of you to insure none of you are
occult carriers of chickenpops.
When outbreaks o ccur, we have to
put the new admissions on other
floors, which makes ward rounds
rather more tedious. Your objective·
on Peds will be to insure that the
patients h ave something interesting
to say when they are 4 0 years old
and are asked about "childhood
diseases" . No patient leaving this
floor will honestly reply , "Just the
usual childhood diseases without
sequelae , Doc." I do have a few
policies to promulgate. When
drawing blood, remember to save
one extremity for the intern to try.
Next thing, don' t put too much
clinical
info
on
the
x-ray
request s---we don't want to make it
too easy for them. And another
thing, don't make up any elaborate
diets for the kiddies--just write
down " diet for age" on yo u r
orders,
because
1 appreciate
succinctness. Remember, children
have first p riority with the play
therapist, and while on the wa rds
(See FACU LTY, Page

2)
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Senior Editorial
By JACK ROGERS
The observation has been made
before that the editor is to his
publication as a mother is to her
baby.
At
first
glance the
comparison seems anatomically and
physiologically
inappropriate;
however, a careful review of the
cla~ic Greek literature reveals the
case of a certain old crock who
presented with a headache, and
when they opened up his head (a
neurosurgeon from Bulgaria was in
the E.R. that night), delivered up a
daughter. Well, I'm an old crock
and I have the monthly headache of
delivering up the Cadaver to you.
To make my job easier, I'd like
to set forth a few of my editorial
policies.
1. All articles submitted for
publication must be totally without
redeeming social value.
2. Slander, rumor, vicious
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personal attacks, innuendo, libel
and obscenities will be printed only
if the material concerns the
students, faculty and staff, MCG ;
otherwise it will be forwarded to
the New York Times.
3. Public service announcements
will be printed only if th~y are (a)
Ia te or (b) in error.
4 . It will be understood that
quotation marks (" ") will indicate
nothing more than the writer's
attempt · to
put
words
in
somebody's mouth.
5. These policies will remain in
effect until I'm fired.
Material meeting these guidelines
is
respectfully
solicited.
Manuscripts, artwork, cartoons,
puzzles, problems, letters and
interesting grocery lists may be
submitted in any legible manner.
Items for publication can be sent to
the MCG · mailroom, or can be
placed in the drop box in the
mailroom lobby, or can be handed
to any staffmember. Contributors
must identify themselves to the
Cadaver staff, but we have the
flexibility of publishing material
under any one of' 1001 assumed
names.
One more thing ... editorials are
a bore. My next one will be in the
September issue and it will contain
some suitably saccharin sentences
signifying welcome to the incoming
freshmen, the little dears.

The Cadaver is an ex-cathedra campus yellow sheet and
sandwich wnip published by the students of the Medical College
of Georgia. Views expressed by our readers are not necessarily
those of the editorial staff. In fact, views expressed by the
editors do not nece~rily reflect those of the editorial staff.
Our Motto: Dyspareunia is better than no pareunia at all.

Senior Editor . ........... . .. . .............. Jack Rogers
Busine~ Manager and Associate Editor ............Frank Pratt
-WRITERSSteve Eilen, Bruce Johnston
Buzzy Meyer, Ray Moody, Larry Hudson
Cartoonists ..... . ........ Dr. Larry (Wart) Davis ; Dr. C. J., III
Faculty Advisor &
Trenchant Columnist ................ Dr. R. B. Greenblatt

Letter To The Editor
Dear Sir:
ample work and responsibility
As a graduating Senior I am · w)thout resorting to the private
aware of some of the controversial service . .
issues related to our clinical
Therefore, in conclusion, if
curriculum in the School of students were allowed to devote
Medicine. In retrospect I must say 100% of their time to the staff
that I have been most pleased with service, they would be able to
the variety of rotations for Junior. benefit more from this rotation. I
and Senior medical students as well feel that the utilization of senior
as the quality and availability of medical students to hold retractors
teaching
in
the
various for private Ob-Gyn physicians is a
dep artm en ts.
senseless waste of time. Especially
Recently I had the privilege of in view of the fact that at best
taking the University Hospital minimal
teaching and formal
OB-GYN rotation for Seniors. This instruction is made available in
elective has always been quite · exchange for this service.
popular due to the responsibility
Thank you,
given to students. I feel that this
/Sf Rodney Vickers
course has the potential for
Senior Medical Student
affording the student with a good
practical exposure to OB-GYN.
However, there are certain changes
that should be made in order for
students to receive maximum you will be expected to wear your
benefit from this course. At present bunny rabbit suit at all times. Our
the director of Ob-Gyn education motto is, "A good pediatrician has
at University Hosp. is a private to enjoy sticking needles in kids!"
physician who's primary concern is DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
his private practice, as 1t should be. (Ed McCranky, M.D .) - Welcome
During our rotation we had to Psychiatry! While on the service
minimal
contact
with
this you will conduct psychotherapy on
individual--this contact consisted the patients assigned to you . No
of one lecture during the month one has ever cured a patient here
and o ccasionally our presence was and we don't expect very much of
requested in the· O.R. in order to any of you, either. Just listen to the
hold retractors on a TVH being patient's bullshit for a month and
performed on one of .his private send them home. What we expect
patients. Any teaching during the you to do with your patients is to
month was done by the house staff
work them through the neurotic
and not by our so-called director. of
process-show them the origins of
education
(who
incidentally
their screwy ideas, point out their
receives ·a substantial salary for
worthlessness, review in detail their
assuming this position).
ineffective coping techniques with
Another disadvantage to this
them. In short, ·demonstrate to
service is that medical students are
them their piss poor protoplasm.
required to scrub in on private
The final lesson should be a review
cases-but only . if the private
of the anatomy of the radial artery.
physician desires so. Therefore, one
Discharge them with about three
finds himself holding retractors for
lethal doses of Valium and just
hours on end and learns absolutely
hope for the best. Interested
nothing from doing so. It was our
students may spend the entire
experience that students were not
month under hypnosis listening to
needed to scrub on the more
music. Ping pong with the patients
interesting private cases but were in
is very theraputic. Let's see, does he
great demand for retractor duty on
know you let him beat you, or did
TVH's, etc. In return for our
he win honest with the sonofabitch
assistance we did not receive any
is laughing at you behind your
type of teaching or instruction
back, or ...
from most of these private
physicians.
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS
Another interesting fact is that a AND GYNECOLOGY (S. Coggins,
considerable portion . of . one's M.D .) _ Welcome to the service.
evaluation for the rotation comes I've got some private patients to
from
these
private
Ob-Gyn see , so I'll turn this orientation
physicians. The final grade is given briefing over to my secretary, V. z.
by
the director of Ob-Gyn Sir ...
education and not by the house
Thank you, Dr. Coggins. I've
staff. It is ironic that these private decided it will be important for you
physicians have the privilege of to know the contents of these three
grading us--yet they do not want to programmed texts I wrote on
assume
the
responsibility
of · OB-GYN. When you are not reading
teaching us. There are several these vital documents, you can use
advantages to this rotation which the visual aids we have obtained;
include deliveries, experience in next study the models, look at the
performing various procedures, charts, scan the x-rays, listen to the
primary patient care, and a large tapes, peruse the slides, attend the
variety
of
Gyn
pathology lectures ... that should just about
presenting in the clinic. These teach you what you need to know.
aspects of the rotation are related Don't waste vonr time with the
to the staff service and furnish
(See JMS, l'age 3)
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Should Ineffective Lecturers Be Utilized At MCGt

...JMS
patients; after all, what do ihey
know? I'm now going to administer
a test which will not be used to
evaluate you, but which we may
use to change your evaluation later
in order to coerce you to take
OB-GYN part of the National
Boards again. Do your very best on
this text now because we will
evaluate your progress by giving
you a completely different test at
the end of the rotation. Clinical
relevance and fairness have been
assured because the fourth year
resident thought it was easy. Good
luck!
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY (W.
Ray, M.D.) - Welcome to the
service which trains the most
complete physicians of any who
practice medicine. Not only do
surgeons have to know how to treat
the medical problems of the
patients, but also their fascinating
and important surgical problems.
On this rotation the emphasis is on
learning surgical judgment, not
procedures, because, after all, any
nigger can be taught the technical
procedures, and besides, there isn't
a crumb of procedure which falls
below the level of -the 1st year
resident. Our policy on rounds is
quite simple--don't ask us any
questions and we won't ask you
any, either. You will be pleased to
know that the problems which
plagues last year's JMS's_:.wasted
time, conflicting duties, duality of
responsibility, no dog surgery--will
surely be worked out as soon as we
expand the same problems into the
projected three months of Surgery
500. Let the words 'of the immortal
poet John Milton guide you and
give you comfort on this rotation:
"They also serve who only stand
and wait."
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By FRANK PRATI
A peculiar question , isn't it, with
a seemingly obvious answer in the
negative .
A distinguished and respected
faculty surgeon addressed the Phase
One
medical
students
with
enthusiasm and at length on the
subjects of maturity, courtesy, and
motivation last spring, one week
after less than one-third of the class
attended one of his sessions. The
prior class largely consisted of an
ancient
Red
Cross
artificial
resuscitation film which was being
shown for the second time, and low
class attendance could certainly
have been prompted in part by the
inadequacy
of
the
material
presented. This same surgeon then
took a deep breath and pitched into
an appallingly inaccurate lecture on
the perils of snakes and spiders. A
few specifics follow. It was
reaffirmed upon close questioning
by the class that a coral snake is a
"pit viper" . We were told that gila
monster venom is the same as that
of an "Eastern rattler" and that the
venom of a black widow spider is
the same as that of a tarantula. Why
do I mention these items? Well, the
pit viper (Cro(Cllinae) bite is treated
with an .anti-venin: not intended
for use against the neurotoxic
venom of members of the Elapidae
family (coral snakes, kraits ; and
cobras).
We
have
lots
of
rattlesnakes,
copperheads,
and
water
moccasins
within two
hundred miles of MCG, so most
local emergency rooms are prepared
for the pit vipers. While hiking in
northern Florida, I have personally
seen coral snakes, and it is not
beyond the realm of possibility that .
a coral snake bite might occur
affecting some patient of an MCG
graduate practicing in southern
Georgia. Armed with dogmatically
reiterated misinformation ("the
coral snake is a pit viper"), our
treatment would be inappropriate.
This overly long discussion is
intended only to demonstrate that
occasionally bad information is
issued to medical students, and
there are quality differences among
MCG · lecturers. In · fairness, the
surgeon referred to did teach two
good classes, one on shock and one
on burns. He was not well prepared
for the class on snakes, spiders, and
other hazards of the wilds, and his
deficiency showed in the poor
quality of the lecture.
We wouldn't 'complain about the
poor instruction if no standards for
comparison were available. Happily,
MCG currently employs several
extremely fine lecturers, and we
have come to expect top quality
teaching.
The period from early September
through mid-October exposed the
first-year
students
almost
exclusively to several truly )tifted
faculty members. Drs. Wheeltt" and
Bresnick, for example, utilized

markedly different teaching styles up with con'siderably more than our
but share a common teaching fair share of good t eachers.
competence of a very high order.
As an immediate result of l!he
After October, we were exposed to adoption of the recommendation,
extraordinarily capable lecturers the
workload
on
excellent
like Dr. Ginsberg and Dr. Strong, instructors would increase, while
but we also listened to and more tho se not as effective would wind
without
their
present
rarely learned from some clearly up
less effective faculty members. large-group student exposure . The
Material presented by this latter small latter group could hopefully
group is presumably as critical as move
deeper
into
research,
that covered in September and ac c urn ulate
administrative
early October, but we learned much responsibilities, or depart for
less per unit of time spent in class. greener pastUres. They might
Occasional entire class periods were conceivably be required to learn to
completely wasted by marginally teach as a basis for ·having their
qualified, intermittently confused, contracts renewed. It is not a "fair"
or less
than fully prepared system to the faculty perhaps; but
instructors. Classes are closely from the student's viewpoint, the
monitored
by
department primary
faculty
objective
is
chairmen, for which we are presumably optimum transfer of
grateful,
but
the
ineffective knowledge. This does not involve
instructors suffer their petit mal giving every faculty member a crack
seizures on stage day after day, or at the class. How should the three
pass out incorrect information, priorities·of research, teaching, and
while many good students head for administration be ordered? When
their modules to study rather than one gifted individual is valuable in
attend class.
more than one area, where should
Several years ago, a highly the emphasis lie? I submit, albeit
organized and very effective former simplistically, that the ultimate best
Boss persuaded both the senior use in the case of highly
edit'or and me to recommend a multi-qualified faculty members is
minimum of two solution options in the teaching realm.
with every problem we brought to
his attention. This gentleman is
now far away, so I am safe in
Phone 724-1784
humbly submitting for your perusal
one two-part recommendation :
SHORT
TERM:
Further
overwork those many especially
effective
platform
instructors
already part of the MCG faculty.
Use them continuously, even
MEDICAL ARTS BLDG.
outside their specific areas of
expertise, to replace their less
Augusta, Ga.
effective brethren. The "good"
instructors far outnumber the
"poor", and the additional burden
would not be overwhelming.
cuHom
LONG TERM: Carefully screen
those prospective faculty members
who will be used in large class
situations and avoid hiring those
who do not have the largely
intrinsic ability to pitch interesting
and informative classes.
If
.the
short
term
recommendation
were
to
be
selected, new instruction-oriented
faculty would of necessity join
those already on board. If the
medical college aggressively hired
for teaching ability, we would wind
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... KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PROGRAM
good centers kidney transplantation is carried out by residents and
fellows (under supervision) during their training and · this is what I
would have liked to do here.
Is it true that you have not been allowed to accept patients for several
months?
Since September of last year, when I was told that my contract would
not be renewed, I was excluded from clinical and transplant work at
MCG.
How many transplants have been done since then and with what
results?
Since July 1, 1972 until today only four patients at MCG were given
kidney transplantation. During the same time the -number of patients
on dialysis has almost trebled - there are now over thirty patients on
chronic hemodialysis. The only successful kidney transplant during the
past twelve months was the one I did on a child last December, over a
great deal of protest. All the remaining three failed and one of these, a
child , has undergone two unsuccessful attempts at transplantation.
Since October, 1972 until today the number of cadaver kidneys
procured at this medical center is 0 (~).
What are the costs of transplantation at MCG and how do they compare
with the national average?
For my patients the average cost per transplant is less than $12,000 and
in some cases as low as $5,000. For the rest of the patients transplanted
at MCG the average cost has been over $35,000 and in three patients, I
am told, it _js· over $100,000 per patient. The national average is
approximately $8,000 per transplant.
You were awarded a grant by the Hartford Foundation for your liver
transplantation work - what has been the outcome of that? •
I was awarded a grant in the amount of $112,7 50 by the Hartford
Foundation for a period of three years, to enable me to treat patients in
liver failure. I had difficulty in getting the grant accepted by the
institution on my behalf. Also, since I was not allowed to accept
patients at MCG I have not been able to use the grant to treat patients.
Indeed, three or four patients died in liver failure here who .could have
been helped by our techniques of hepatic support.

* * * * * *
I would like to thank Dr. Abouna for · this interview and for
exercising a considerable degree of restraint (as he has consistently
done) in public statements concerning these events of the past year.
What has happened in this situation is most discouraging and
disheartening. While at first it may appear extraordinary, the statistical
evidence has been well documented by medical records and by patient
accounting.
A more detailed resume of these issues has been submitted to the
chairmen of all the departments ' of the Medical College, to Dr. Joe
Bailey, chief of staff ETMH, to Dr. Curtis Carter, dean of the Medical
College, and to Dr. Bill Moretz, president of the medical school.
Students, residents, faculty members, as well as patients have objected
strongly to Pres. Moretz and to Governor Jimmy Carter concerning the
failure of the Medical College to renew Dr. George Abouna's contract.
The administration - Pres. Moretz's office -has continually refused
to discuss the affair, stating that it is not institution policy to comment
on the reasons for non-renewal of faculty contracts. The administration
maintains that ample opportunity was available to Dr. Abouna (and Dr.
Cotton) to appeal his contract renewal to the board of regents - even
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though this procedure is not outlined as a recourse in the faculty
hal).dbook, and even though the board readily follows presidential
policies.
Due to the morbidity, economic excesses and number of transplants
performed, one is led to question the continuation of the cu-r rent
program. In light of this it is incomprehensible that a surgeon who has
trained under two pioneers of transplantation and who has a thorough
knowledge and training, both surgically and immunologically , should be
dismissed from the institution. It is incomprehensible that a man who
in the past two years has published eighteen papers and co-edited two
books should be lost to the Medical College. It is incomprehensible that
this man has been banned from clinical activities since Septem ber,
1972, thereby suffering patients, students, and house staff from the
benefits of his practice and teaching. It is incomprehensible that a
surgical department suffering the ills that confront the department here
Should allow such a qualified surgeon to leave, let alone, actively force
him.into practice elsewhere. It is incomprehensible that George Abouna
Should be allowed to leave thl.s institution and that h is experience be
lost both for teaching and for the fifty to sixty patients per year
requiring renal transplants in order to live a normal life. It is
incomprehensible that he should not be allowed to continue research in
liver perfusion and support techniques for patients in liver failure as
provided in his Hartford grant of $112 ,750. It is left for the
administration of the medical school to justify such action; and, it is
left for the students, house staff, and citizens of Georgia to suffer such
policy decisions.

Dental Students AHention!!!
Never in recent memory have any dental students contribmed to The
Cadaver. The obvious explanation is that they are illiterate, but the fact
that they have been observed using the appropriate rest rooms makes
this unlikely. It would appear, then, that they have nothing to upset
them. It is to remedy this situation that the following are submitted:
(with apologies to Polacks everywhere)
What happens to a Dentist when he picks his nose?
His head caves in. ·
What's the smallest room in the world?
The Dental Hall of Fame.
In what -section of the paper do they prmt Dentist's obituaries?
Civic improvement section.
Why does a Dentist wear his hat to the toilet to take a crap?
So he'll know what end to wipe.
How can you tell a Dentist from an ape?
The ape peels the banana before he eats it.
What do you call a stork who brings Dentist's babies?
A dope peddler.
What do you get when you pour hot water on a Dentist?
Instant shit.
How did the Dentist get 35 holes in his head?
From trying to learn to eat with a fork.
What do you call 6 Dentists in a circle?
A dope ring.
How do you break a Dentist's finger?
Hit him in the nose.
What do Dentists use for lipstick?
Preparation H suppositories.
Did you hear about the lazy Dentist?
He married a pregnant woman.
What do you get when you cross a Dentist with a flower?
A blooming idiot.
Why does a Dentist carry a lump'of shit in his back pocket?
For identification.
Did you hear about the Dentist who found out that he had sugar in his
urine?
He pisses in his cereal every morning.
Why do Dentists only get five minutes for a coffee break?
Any longer and they would have to be completely retrained.
What is the cross between an ape and a Dentist called?
A retarded ape.
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What is a polaroid?
A cross between a Dentist and a hemorrhoid pain in the ass.
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